
The reality of things which surrounds us is created by our way of perceiving it.
The nature itself can be seen in several ways according to the different observation points. Narrowing the field of observation to only a portion of nature would 
modify our capability of perceiving it and would amplify our sensitivity both from the chromatic or the emotional point of view. It is like photographing: using the 
wide-angle lens and focusing on only one detail. There will be not only an increase in details but also a changing of the perception of the observed object.
The project consists of creating a natural observatory through which one can look at a small part of nature. This is an opportunity to think about the relationship 
between man and nature. In a circular space limited by a natural background, the visitor lays down on a pedestal and observes a part of sky surrounded by trees. 
The chromatic contrast is enhanced by the restricted area; nature, light and time represent the strong points; the observation becomes active participation in the 
life of nature and in its changing manifestations throughout the time. It is therefore a moment of dynamic perception.
The visitor’s experience changes according to the light, the solar hour and the weather conditions; also the seasons have an effect on the chromatism and on the 
emotional physical perception of the observed area.
The pedestal rotates manually activated by visitors. Through the movement the chromatic feelings are magnified.

ACER SACCHARUM: commonly found in Canada to 
plant in turf, in order to allow the fleetingness of the 
installation, which should be of about 400 cm and 
consisting of 5 plants.

THUJA OCCIDENTALIS: type of shrub widely used in 
Canada which is planted edge-shapedly with a circu-
mference of about 22mt and a height of 180/200cm.
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